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Abstract
Copper reactive extraction from ambient aqueous solution to organic droplets using single droplet experiments 

was performed. Extractant was Agorca M5640 hydroxyoxime in Exxsol D80. An image analysis based method was 
used to determine droplet concentration directly after droplet formation and rise. Mass transfer during formation is 
correlated using literature. Level Set interface tracking method was used to find formation hydrodynamics and as 
a result the assumption of non-circular velocity field could be validated. This was also supported by the circulation 
criteria based on needle Reynolds number. A model to estimate extraction rate as function of droplet Fourier number 
was based on a literature correlation and it was found that a model where the interface effect was described using 
interface mobility parameter was able to predict satisfactorily mass transfer. For a rising droplet stagnant cap model 
was used. Stagnant cap volumes were estimated from droplet images. A CFD model of a non-deforming rising 
droplet with rigid interface was used to fit interfacial reaction kinetic constant. Fitted value was much lower than 
experimentally determined by high a shear reactor. Mass transfer coefficients calculated from CFD model and 
estimated using literature correlations agreed well. By applying a two-film model it was shown that major part of the 
resistance is located at the interface between the phases.

Keywords: Mass transfer; Copper extraction; Liquid-liquid 
extraction; Mathematical model; CFD

Introduction
Single droplet experiment is a common method to determine 

mass transfer rates between the feeds in liquid-liquid extraction (LLE). 
During a single droplet experiment three stages are identified: (1) 
droplet formation, detachment and acceleration, (2) droplet rise/fall 
and (3) droplet coalescence [1]. In traditional experiments a droplet 
concentration are measured before formation and after coalescence 
and this provides an overall mass transfer rates for all stages. By using 
suitable experimental arrangements the effect of coalescence can be 
minimized but the droplet formation stage is often substantial [2-5] and 
by using several different droplet rise times the effect of formation is 
found by extrapolation of results into zero rise time.

This indirect method to determine the amount mass transfer during 
formation has some drawbacks. Application of the method requires 
several experimental points in order to get statistically relevant results. 
In this work this problem is avoided by using an image analysis based 
direct measurement method developed by Tamminen et al. [6] to 
measure concentrations directly from the column. This also simplifies 
experimental setup as there are no strict limitations for the coalescence 
stage arrangements.

Mass transfer correlations during droplet formation correlate the 
amount of extracted ∆n or the extraction ratio E as a function of Fourier 
number FOd=4DmtF/d

2
e [7-10]. Diameter de is volume equivalent sphere 

diameter after droplet formation. Those correlations assume that 
mass transfer inside the droplet is purely diffusion based. To take into 
account the intensifying effect of internal circulation and the hindering 
effect of surfactants, Liang and Slater [4] formulated overall effective 
diffusivity DF,eff=kH,F(Dm+DE,F) where DF,E is time dependent diffusivity 
due to circulation. The empirical parameter kH,F takes into account the 
effect of surfactants. Depending on the interface properties, kH,F varies 
between 0 and 1. Liang and Slater [4] also propose a criterion based 
on the needle Reynolds number, whether there is circulation during 
droplet formation.

Kumar and Hartland [11] have published a collection of mass 
transfer correlations for a rising droplet. For the continuous phase 
correlations are expressed in form ShC=f (Re, Scc, K) where K is viscosity 
ratio between dispersed and continuous phase. Droplet side correlations 
are based on Newman [12] model, which assumes no circulation. 
The intensifying effect of droplet internal circulation is taken into 
account by (1) using the effective diffusion coefficient Deff which is Dm 
multiplied with a constant [12,13], (2) using eddy diffusivity DE [14] 
or (3) combining eddy and molecular diffusivities into an effective 
diffusivity Deff [15-17]. To take into account the effect of surfactants, 
Slater [18] applied the stagnant cap model where a droplet is divided 
into a circulating and stagnant regions. Effect of surfactants on interface 
mobility is implemented by using a similar experimental parameter kH,R 
as was used in droplet formation.

DNS (=Direct Numerical Simulation) method to solve transport 
equations can, in principle, provide parameters for the constitutive 
equations, like mass transfer coefficients. During droplet rise, if a 
droplet is smaller than the critical diameter then it maintains sphericity 
and it can be modelled as a sphere with constant shape and diameter. 
This approach has been used by Piarah et al. [19], Wegener et al. [20], 
Jeon et al. [21] and Pawelski et al. [22]. When a droplet is deformed 
due to diameter being larger than critical diameter, interface tracking 
offers a method to model the combined effect of hydrodynamics and 
interface evolution on mass transfer. A rising droplet interface tracking 
has been applied by, for example, Deshpande and Zimmerman [23], 
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Yang and Mao [24], Kenig et al. [25] and Wang et al. [26] who all have 
used Level Set (LS) method. For the droplet formation, LS method is 
used by Lu et al. and Soleymani et al. [27,28]. Soleymani et al. however, 
model only droplet hydrodynamics during formation and rise and they 
do not calculate mass transfer.

When the classical two-film theory is used to describe mass 
transfer between two feeds LLE, it is assumed that two films having 
finite thickness is formed between the phases. The interface itself is 
assumed to have infinitely small width thus providing negligible mass 
transfer resistance [29]. However, the assumption of negligible interface 
thickness and resistance is questionable [30]. Hu et al. [31] modelled 
mass transfer in LLE using molecular simulation and according to their 
result, as a contrary to assumption used in two-film theory, the effect 
of the interface on the mass transfer cannot be neglected. Hu et al. also 
claim that the surfactants restructure the interface and the mass transfer 
mechanism is modified. An additional component to be considered is 
an interface reaction which in two-film theory is assumed to be a surface 
phenomenon and proceeding with the kinetics of its own. But according 
to Hu et al. the interface structure is complex and it can be assumed 
that the empirical parameters for reaction kinetic models determined, 
for example, in high shear mixers, are not usable because of missing 
interface effects.

In this study the focus is on mass transfer from continuous phase 
to organic droplet. Models of copper reactive extraction from aqueous 
phase into an organic droplet during droplet formation and droplet rise 
were formulated. Droplets were formed using 0.4 and 0.8 mm needles 
with several different feed rates. Droplet concentrations, diameters and 
velocities after the formation and in the end of the rise were measured with 
an image analysis method. The method is documented in the previous 
work by Tamminen et al. [6]. An empirical model of mass transfer in 
droplet formation is based on a methodology proposed by Walia and 
Vir [9] enhanced by Liang and Slater [4]. Results are compared with 
Popovich [7] model. The droplet formation hydrodynamics is simulated 
with CFD using LS method to provide support for the selected velocity 
profile during droplet formation.

Copper transport from aqueous continuous phase to the organic 
droplet during droplet rise was modelled with CFD using a stationary 
spherical droplet with non-deforming interface. The ambient aqueous 
phase is moving with the measured droplet terminal velocity. Stagnant 
cap model was implemented by dividing the droplet interface into two 
domains. Velocity boundary condition was used to adapt corresponding 
interface mobility to reflect stagnant cap properties. By assuming a fully 
rigid interface (kHR=0) the reaction kinetic coefficient and extraction 
rate were estimated. Fractional mass transfer resistances were calculated 
from the film model.

Materials and Methods
Experiments

Experiments were made using same feeds, setup and method as in 
previous work by Tamminen et al. [6]. Results of previous work were 
extended here by using a smaller diameter needle (0.4 mm) in drop 
formation.

The droplet formation flow rates were 0.041, 0.21, and 0.29 mL/
min in case of 0.4 mm needle and 0.10, 0.30, 0.50, 0.70 mL/min, when 
0.8 mm needle was used. Needle Reynolds number ReN was between 
1-10. Droplet formation times were not explicitly measured. They were 
calculated based on feed rate and measured droplet volume.

Contact angles were measured from sessile droplets with 20 vol-
% Acorga M5640 in Exxsol D80 (by Exxon). The aqueous phase was 
0.16 M copper sulfate solution. The size of droplet and the height (h) 
of a sessile droplet from needle tip to droplet apex were measured. 
Contact angle is calculated from tan( / 2) / dh rθ =  [32]. Droplet 
image axes measured in x- and y-directions confirmed spherical droplet 
assumption. Estimated contact angle θ is 120° Measured physical 
properties of 20 vol-% Agorca solution are shown in Tables 1 and 2.

Details of feed solution preparation, experimental arrangement, 
droplet imaging and analysis method are documented [6]. Local droplet 
concentrations were measured at the end of the droplet rise and just 
after the droplet detachment.

Mass transfer in droplet formation

Popovich [7] has presented a model to describe the total mass 
transfer during droplet formation:

2 2
1 d d,o 1 d d

de(c c ) (c c )
2m F e d en a D t d a Fo dπ π∗ ∗∆ = − = −   (1)

Where c*
d is equilibrium concentration, cd,O is initial concentration 

and tF is the formation time of a spherical droplet having volume 
equivalent diameter de. The model is based on assumption that the mass 
transfer process is diffusion controlled so interfacial instabilities and 
internal circulation is not taken into account. The constant a1 varies 
between 0.857 and 3.43 [5].

In the model by Liang and Slater [4] the extraction ratio E is 
calculated with the model developed by Walia and Vir [8,9]

2 3 4
d(7 / 8) E (49 / 72) E 0.476Ed d dE E= − + −         (2)

Liang and Slater [4] define the term Ed as a function of modified 
Fourier number Fo'd

36 1 1(1 )
22

'
2

'
1d d dE Fo Foπ
π

+                 (3)

Modified Fourier number Fo'd uses overall effective diffusivity DF,eff 
instead of molecular diffusivity Dm The overall effective diffusivity is 
defined as:

, , m F,E( D )F eff H FD k D= +                   (4)

Where kH,F describes the effect of surfactant and has values between 
0 to 1, and DF,E is pseudo-eddy diffusivity to take into account the effect 
of droplet internal circulation. Liang and Slater [4] propose a method 
to judge if system is (1) diffusion controlled ReN<10, or (2) circulation 
enhanced diffusion: 10<ReN<34, or (3) circulation controlled: 10<ReN 
>34. In a system with pure diffusion control, the diffusivity Dm is to be 
used. In cases 2 and 3 the enhancing effect of circulation on the mass 
transfer is taken into account using DF,E.

Liang and Slater [4] considered only interfacial effects to be included 
in the constant kH,F but also other effects like the resistance generated by 
interfacial reaction can also taken into account [33,34].

Mass transfer during droplet rise

When a droplet is rising the mass transfer is affected by diffusion and 
internal circulation and also the outside convection as well. Depending 
on the interface mobility, the interface can be rigid or mobile and this 
has an effect on droplet internal circulation strength.

Correlations provided by the literature are mostly for systems 
without contaminations and surfactants [11]. Slater [18] has formulated 
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Figure 1: Description of the stagnant cap model of a rising droplet. Arrows 
describe the flow relative to a droplet.

Figure 2: An example of measured concentration profiles of a rising droplet 
with different feed rates. Droplets are moving upwards (compare with Figure 
1). The complex CuA2 concentrations are higher in the droplet lower part thus 
supporting the stagnant cap assumption.

Figure 3: Droplet formation and CFD boundary conditions. Units on the 
geometry axis are in mm. Calculation domain meshed using triangular 
elements and the domain divided into: initial droplet, around the initial droplet 
and remaining part outside these two zones. Inside the initial droplet mesh 
element limits (max/min) are 25.6 and 0.0765 µm. In the mesh control domain 
and remaining area outside the limits are 0.574 and 49.7 µm. Total amount of 
mesh elements: 7800. a) Geometry and certain boundary conditions b) Close 
up figure containing details near the needle.

a model to take into account decrease of mass transfer rates due to 
surface effects and defines a correction factor KH,R:

, /iH R tk U U=                   (5)

Where iU  is the average interfacial velocity and is Ut droplet 
terminal velocity.

The stagnant cap model for a rising droplet by Slater [18] is applied. 
The model is based on the concept of two zones, where one zone is 
stagnant and another zone is circulatory (Figure 1). Surfactants and 
other contaminants act against circulation and as a result the interface 
becomes more rigid [18].

A droplet is divided into two zones having relative sizes fv and 1-fv, 
where fv is size of the stagnant zone. An overall effective diffusivity is 
calculated based on fv, molecular diffusivity Dm and eddy diffusivity 
DR,E.

DR,eff = fvDm+ (1-fv) (Dm+DF,E)                                                   (6)

Eddy diffusivity describes the effect of internal circulation on mass 
transfer and is calculated using Handlos and Baron Method [14]:

,
,

d c2048(1 / )
H R t e

R E

k U d
D

µ µ
=

+
                           (7)

It can be assumed that in this system the interface is rigid so kH,R=0. 
Droplet phase mass transfer coefficient is calculated using the model 
by Newman [12]. The overall effective diffusivity defined in eq. (7) is 
used here:

2

2 2
,

CuA2 2 2
1

46 1In exp
6

R eff Re

zR e

z D tdk
t Z d

π

π

∞

=

  
= − −       

∑              (8)

This equation is valid for a case where the main mass transfer 
resistance is on the droplet side [18].

Stagnant zone size was estimated from droplet concentration 
distribution images. An example of concentration profiles in a rising 
droplet is shown in Figure 2. The average overall mass transfer 
coefficient Kd during droplet rise is:

*

*
,0

ln
6

d d e
d

d d R

c c dK
c c t

 −
= −   − 

                    (9)

Where tR is droplet rise time and cd,O is droplet concentration after 
formation. This equation can be used as well to calculate mass transfer 
coefficient during formation. The time to use, then, is the droplet 
formation time tF and cd,o is feed concentration which in most cases is 
zero [35].

CFD model for droplet formation

Droplet coalescence simulations were performed with Comsol 
Multiphysics v.5.2 [36] using LS method for two-phase laminar flows. 
A 2-d axisymmetric geometry was used. Geometry and boundary 
conditions are shown in Figures 3a and 3b. Two needle diameters were 
used: 0.8 mm o.d/0.51 mm i.d and 0.41 mm o.d and inner diameter 
0.21 mm. Calculation domain dimensions were 3.8 mm width and 
height 10.2 mm. Same domain size was used for both needles.

A hemisphere having diameter of needle inlet was formed before 
calculations (Figure 3b). Initially both phase velocities and pressures 
were set to 0. The Comsol LS solver performs a steady state calculation 
at time t=0 to get consistent initial state for the transient calculation.

The default LS solver was used. Two user controllable LS parameters, 
reinitialization parameter and interface thickness parameter were 
adjusted to reach convergence. Reinitialization parameter was set to 
0.1 ms-1 and interface thickness was half of the maximum element size.
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2[CuA ( )]i and 2[Cu ( )]i+  are average concentrations at the phase 
interface.

Results and Discussion
The estimation and application of mass transfer models are 

described in Figure 4.

Droplet formation

In Table 3 is shown droplet experiment results. Droplet volumes 
were calculated using formula:

Vd=(π/6)d2
MajdMin                       (13)

Average droplet volumes were 29 mm3 for the 0.8 mm needle and 
10 mm3 for the 0.4 mm needle and corresponding average volume 
equivalent diameters de were 3.8 and 2.7 mm. Droplet average formation 
times tF were estimated by dividing the average droplet volume with a 
feed rate: for the 0.8 mm needle 16, 5, 3 and 2 seconds and for the 0.4 
mm needle 21, 4 and 3 seconds.

In Figure 5 is plotted the cumulative mass transfer ∆n against 
the Fourier number and the and the cumulative transfer model by 
Popovich (eq. 1). The estimated value of the coefficient a1 is 0.35. This 
is smaller than the minimum 0.857 noted by Wegener et al. [5] which 
confirms that in addition to diffusion there are other phenomena 

CFD model for droplet rise

Mass transfer between the continuous phase and droplet was 
calculated with a CFD-model using Comsol Multiphysics v.5.2 [36]. 
The surface velocity correction factor kH,R was determined with this 
model to take into account the drag increasing effect of surface active 
agents, local mass transfer coefficients Kcu and kCuA2 of Cu transfer in 
continuous phase and in droplet (eqs. 12b, 12c) and the overall mass 
transfer coefficient KD (eq. 12a).

The system is modeled as a stationary spherical droplet and 
the continuous aqueous phase is moving with a measured terminal 
velocity. Both phases are separate calculation domains. The following 
assumptions are used: 2-d axisymmetric geometry, the spherical 
droplet, laminar velocity fields, steady and constant droplet volume.

Droplet was divided into two domains: stagnant cap zone having 
volume fraction of fv and circu lating zone with 1-fv volume fraction.

The rectangular continuous phase domain width and height were 
set to 3 and 10 times the droplet diameter, respectively. Unstructured 
triangular mesh was used for the droplet and continuous phase 
domains. The fine grid resolution along the interface was created by 
specifying the amount of cells at the interface. Mesh sensitivity was 
tested by refining the grid near the interface. Variation of mass transfer 
coefficient was used as criteria for grid independence. Calculation 
was performed in two stages. In the first stage, laminar Navier-Stokes 
equation was solved to provide flow field. Boundary conditions for 
the continuous phase were: uniform velocity Ut at inlet, which is the 
experimentally determined droplet terminal velocity; sliding wall at 
calculation domain vertical sides; uniform velocity Ut at outlet. At 
droplet side p=0 as a pressure constraint; sliding wall with tangential 
velocity set to average interface velocity i H,R tU = k U  at droplet interphase; 
full rigid interface is simulated by setting KH,R to 0.

Boundary conditions for the droplet phase were: moving wall with 
radial velocity ud=uc and axial velocity wd=wc at droplet and continuous 
phase interface pressure is equal to pressure on the continuous side as 
pressure constraint. Species diffusivities presented in Table 2.

Boundary condition between organic and droplet phases is 
set by the interfacial reaction rate. The extraction of copper with a 
hydroxyoxime HA at the phase interface [37-39] is:

Cu2+(aq)+2HA(org) ⇌ 2H+(aq)+CuA2(org) (10)

and the reaction rate equation is:

2 2
,

, 2
[Cu ( )][HA( )]( ) [CuA ( )][H ( )]

[H ( )]
R A

A R A
E

ki iR t k i i
i K

+
+

+= +         (11)

Where RA is area based reaction rate, kR,A kinetic constant, KE 
equilibrium constant and [Cu2+(i)], [HA(i)], [H+(i)] and [CuA2(i)] 
are concentrations at the interface. Tamminen et al. [38] determined 
kinetic constant in a high shear reactor: k0

R,A=1.4 × 10-3 dm4 /(mol s). 
Equilibrium constant kE is 8 at hydroxyoxime concentration 20vol-
%=0.38 M [39]. In this work due to very mild hydrodynamic conditions, 
the expected kinetic constant will be lower than determined in the high 
shear experiments.

Overall mass transfer coefficient, Kd and local mass transfer 
coefficients on droplet and continuous phase side kcuA2 and kcu are 
determined from:

2 2

2 20

([ ]( ) [ ] )

{[ ] [ ]( )}dtR

d R F
d t

d

V CuA t CuAK
A CuA CuA t∗

−
=

−∫
            (12a)

XHA CHA ρ μ γ Θ

vol-% M kg/m3 mPas mN/m degrees

20 0.38 834 3 21.6 120

Table 1: The measured physical properties of Acorga M5640 solutions dissolved 
in Exxsol D80. Measurements at room temperature (22-24°C). Interfacial tension 
measured in 0.16 M CuSO4 solution. pH of copper sulphate solution was adjusted 
to 3.1 with concentrated sulphuric acid.

Species Cu2+ H+ HA CuA2

Dm/10-9 m2/s 0.72 9.4 0.46 0.3

Table 2: Species molecular diffusivities in 25°C, Cu2+ and H+ diffusivities are from 
Haynes [33], CuA2 diffusivity and hydroxyoxime HA were estimated by Wilke-
Chang method [34,35].

dN Q dMaj DMin Vd cF,m ReN

mm mL/min mm mm mm3 Mmol-1  
0.8a 0.1 3.9 3.3 26 5.3 1.2

 0.3 3.9 3.4 27 1.7 3.4
 0.5 3.9 3.3 26 1 5.7
 0.7 3.8 3.2 24 0.8 8

0.4b 0.04 3.1 2.7 14 6.1 1.1
 0.21 3 2.6 12 1.8 5.7
 0.29 3.3 20.8 16 1.3 8.0

Table 3: Measured droplet dimensions and concentrations with different feed rates 
Q after droplet formation. Symbols: dN, needle diameter, dMaj, dMin, droplet major 
and minor axes lengths, Vd, droplet volume cF,m, measured droplet concentration, 
ReN, Reynolds number in needle outlet.
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(interfacial reaction combined with effect of surfactants) and Popovich 
model does not follow experimental points.

In Figure 6 is plotted extraction ratio E versus square root of 
droplet modified Fourier number Fo'd using Walia and Vir model (eq. 
2) with the overall effective diffusivity DF,eff using eq. (4). The fitted 
values of the surface mobility correction factor kH,F are 0.070 (R2=0.76) 
for the 3.8 mm and 0.071 (R2=0.90) for the 2.7 mm droplets and they 
are practically equal. The needle Reynolds numbers (Table 3) are less 
than 10 and according to the criteria proposed by Liang and Slater [4], 
droplet internal mass transfer is diffusion controlled. Therefore the 
eddy diffusivity was set to zero and the molecular diffusivity was used 
in calculation of the overall effective diffusivity. Compared to Popovich 
model Walia-Vir model combined with effective diffusivity model 
by Liang and Slater [4] is able to better describe mass transfer during 
droplet formation.

LS simulation and non-circular assumption

The non-circulatory assumption and the effect of contact angle on 
the formation hydrodynamics was examined by simulation of droplet 
formation with three different contact angles using LS method for the 
studied chemical system. Angles in simulations were 1, 120 and 179 
degrees. Based on the simulation results shown in Figure 7 the velocity 
streamline profile is non-circulatory with the measured θ=120°. 
When the contact angle approaches 0°, the velocity profile becomes 
circulatory. Similar non-circulatory droplet formation hydrodynamics 
was recognized by Lu et al. [27]. Simulated and experimental formation 
times are shown in Table 4. For both needles experimental formation 
times tF,m mare somewhat larger compared to the simulated times TF,LS. 
Experimental formation time was determined by dividing droplet feed 
rate with average droplet volume. The experimental error in formation 
time determination is 10%, for the 0.8 mm needle formation time is 
between 1.5 to 1.7 seconds and for the 0.4 mm needle between 1.2 to 
1.6 seconds. Interfacial tension is affected by copper extraction [40,41]. 
When the interfacial tension is 25.5 mNm−1 the simulated formation 
times equals the experimental value for the 0.8 mm needle.

Droplet rise

Based on concentration measurements during a droplet rise (Figure 
2) it was recognized that reacted copper complex has a tendency stay 
at the droplet bottom zone. This supports the assumption of stagnant 
cap model. Terminal velocity measurements Tamminen et al. [6] gave 
substantially smaller values than determined from correlations for 
pure systems which is due to the presence of surfactants i.e., extractant, 
reducing the interface mobility. Low value of the measured terminal 
velocity (113 mm/s) corresponds well with the correlation given by 
Grace et al. [40] for contaminated systems. Based on this it is assumed 
that the interface is rigid thus signaling a very low value of interface 
mobility parameter kH,R.

Two coefficients are to be determined experimentally when 
stagnant cap model is combined with effective diffusivity: stagnant 
volume fraction fv and contamination coefficient kH,R. In this work fv is 
determined with image analysis. kH,R was set to zero based on the rigid 
interface assumption.

Volume fractions of stagnant cap were estimated by measuring 
droplet major and minor axis lengths and height of stagnant cap from 
the droplet image. Cap boundary was visually recognized and can 
also be seen in concentration profiles (Figure 2). Determination was 
repeated at least 15 times in order to estimate the variation. Fractions 
are shown in Table 5.

Figure 4: Flow diagram describing the calculation and application mass 
transfer models.

Figure 5: Measured and estimated cumulative mass transfer ∆n against 
the Fourier number and the cumulative transfer model by Popovich (eq. 1): 
3.8 mm, 2.7 mm. Symbols refer to experimental values. The fitted value of 
coefficient a1=0.35.

Mass transfer simulation using CFD was performed for 0.8 mm 
needle. It was assumed that kH,R does not depend on the feed rate Q. 
Droplet concentration CF.e  after formation was estimated using the 
model presented in the section Mass transfer in droplet formation. 
Droplet terminal velocity Ut was set to experimental value 113 mm/s. 
Droplet diameter was 3.8 mm and rise time 2.3 s. Droplet acceleration 
to terminal speed was neglected because of a very short acceleration 
time.

Value for the kinetic constant kR,A was found by fitting with the 
CFD model. The sum of squared difference between the estimated and 
measured concentrations was minimized:
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1

min R R e j
j

SSQ c c
=

 
= − 

 
∑               (14)

CR,m,j is measured concentration in j:th feed flow and CR,e,j is the 
estimated concentration calculated with the CFD model.

Fitted value of kR,A  is 0.13 × 10-6 dm4/(mol s). This is substantially 
smaller than reported by Tamminen et al. [38]. It is obviously due to 
different hydrodynamic conditions and smaller droplet size compared 
to this work. Estimated concentration after formation, and measured 
and estimated droplet concentrations after rise are shown in Table 5.

CFD model was used to calculate mass transfer coefficients using 
eqs. 12a-c. the most dense mesh (Table 6) was used. Mass transfer 
coefficients are Kd=0.7 × 10-6 m/s, kCuA2=13 × 10-6 m/s and kCu=34 × 
10-6 m/s. Average Kd estimated from experiments is 2 × 10-6 m/s. kCuA2 
calculated from Newman model (eq. 8) with eddy diffusivity DR,E=0 
(rigid interface) is 13 × 10-6 m/s which is same magnitude compared 
to value provided by the CFD model. Cu mass transfer coefficient kCu 
in continuous phase is estimated with a correlation proposed by Clift 
et al. [1].

Shc=1+Re0.48Scc
1/3                           (15)

With Ut=113 mm/s, de=3.8 mm, ρc=1020 kg/m3, μc=1.1 mPas and 
Dcu=0.72 × 10-9 m2/s, Re is 388, Scc=1498, Shc=146 and kCu=ShcDCu/de=28 
× 10-6 m/s. This is slightly smaller than the value 34 × 10-6 calculated from 
CFD model.

Fractional mass transfer resistances for continuous phase (m/
kCu)/(1/Kd) is 2% and for droplet (1/kCuA2) / (1/Kd) is 5%. Copper 
distribution ratio m between aqueous and droplet phase is 1.2. The 
reaction fractional resistance is 100%-7%=93% which is a substantial 
proportion of the total resistance. Similar results were also reported by 
Ferreira et al. [34].

Solution sensitivity for the selected mesh was tested by simulating 
using six meshes and calculating mass transfer coefficients (Table 6). 
Mass transfer coefficients are nearly constant when more than 1 × 106 
mesh elements were used. Newman model assumes that mass transfer 
resistance is totally on the droplet side. Continuous side resistance is 
2.5 times smaller than the droplet side but the reaction provides the 

Figure 6: Measured and estimated extraction ratio E vs. square root of 
droplet modified Fourier number Fo'd (eqs 2 and 4): 3.8 mm, 2.7 mm. Symbols 
refer to experimental values. Correction factor kH,F due to surface mobility is 
approximately 0.07 for both droplet sizes.

 
Figure 7: Simulated velocity profiles during droplet formation with different 
contact angles θ and different times. Feed rate Q is 1 ml/min and needle 
diameter 0.8 mm.

dn Q tF, LS tF,m Vm V (tF,LS) VF,LS

mm mL/min S s mm3 mm3 mm3

0.8 1 1.3 1.7 26 22 19.4

0.4 0.41 1.1 1.4 9.5 8.3 7.8

Table 4: Comparison of calculated and experimental formation times and 
volumes for both needles with maximum feed rate Q. tF,LS, droplet formation time 
in simulation tF,m experimental droplet formation time, Vm, experimental droplet 
volume, V(tF,LS)=tF,LS × Q droplet volume at simulated formation time, VF,LS LS-
method based droplet volume at the simulated droplet formation time tF,LS.

Q fv cF,e cR,m cR,e

mL/min  mmol/dm3 mmol/dm3 mmol/dm3

0.1 0.39 4.1 5.1 4.6
0.3 0.25 2.3 2.5 2.8
0.5 0.23 1.8 2.1 2.3
0.7 0.25 1.5 2.1 2

Table 5: Stagnant cap fractions and estimated initial and measured and estimated 
final droplet copper complex concentrations. KH,R=0 (=Rigid interface), estimated 
kR,A=0.13 × 10-6 dm4/(mol s). Symbols: Q feed rate, fv, stagnant cap fraction, cF,e 
estimated concentration after formation, eqs. (2 and 3), cR,m, measured average 
concentration after the rise, cR,e, estimated average droplet concentration after the 
rise.
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most of the resistance so validity to use only Newman model is not 
justified.

Conclusion
Based on simulation of a rising droplet using stagnant cap 

assumption and estimating an interfacial reaction kinetic constant 
it was found that value of measured kinetic constant with high shear 
reactors is much larger than estimated by simulation. This supports the 
hypothesis that in this case the interface provides a substantial mass 
transfer resistance which decreases the overall mass transfer coefficient. 
The effect is assumed to be due to the structure of the interface which 
is affected by the hydrodynamic conditions and in this case due to 
surfactants which probably is been adsorbed into the interface thus 
making it rigid and on the other hand slowing the reaction reactant’s 
and product’s mobility to and away the interface. For the formation 
stage as well it was found that an empirical model combined with 
effective diffusivity using interface mobility parameter to describe 
effect of surfactants is able to predict mass transfer in droplet formation 
better than a model assuming no explicit interfacial effects.
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Notations

a1 Coefficient in eq (1) 

c Concentration, M 

D Diffusion coefficient, m2/s

d Diameter, m

de Volume equivalent sphere diameter, 

E Extraction ratio

Ed Extraction ratio assuming constant concentration, 

fv Fraction of droplet stagnant zone 

g Gravitational acceleration, m/s2 

h Height of droplet, mm

i Species label

K Overall mass transfer coefficient, m/s

KE Equilibrium constant in extraction reaction rate equation

k Local mass transfer coefficient, m/s

kE Empirical coefficient in pseudo-eddy diffusivity equation 

kH Interface mobility parameter

kR,A Reaction kinetic constant, dm4/(mol s)

Ko
R,A Experimental kinetic constant determined in high shear reactor, dm4/(mol s)

m Partition coefficient, distribution ratio between the phases

n Molar amount, mol

Nelem 
Number of elements in CFD mesh

 p Pressure, pa

Q Feed rate, ml/min

RA Reaction rate, mol/(dm2 s)

R2 Coefficient of the determination for a fitted model

r
Radius, mm 

t Time, s

u Radial velocity in cfd model, m/s 

U Velocity, m/s

V Droplet volume, ml, mm3 

w Axial velocity in cfd model, m/s

x Volume fraction 

z Summing index

SSQ Sum of squared differences

Greek alphabet

a Species stoichiometric coefficient

∆ Difference

γ Interfacial tension, n/m

k Viscosity ratio, μd/μc

μ Viscosity, pa s

ρ density, kg/m3

Θ Contact angle, degrees

Subscripts

- Average

c
Continuous phase 

d
 Droplet

e 
 Estimated

E 
Eddy diffusivity

Eff 
Effective diffusivity

* 
 Equilibrium

F,c 
 Formation in cfd model

F 
Formation

i 
 Interface, species index

LS 
 Levelset

Maj
 Droplet major axis 

Min 
Droplet minor axis

m 
Molecular, measured

N Needle

R Rise

0 Initial time, maximum value of reaction kinetic constant

t Terminal velocity

Nelem Kd kCuA2 kcu

10-6 m/s 10-6 m/s 10-6 m/s
475000 0.6 15 50
670000 0.71 15 45

1060000 0.71 14 41
1300000 0.71 14 39
1580000 0.71 14 36
2240000 0.7 13 34

Table 6: Mass transfer coefficients using the CFD model with six meshes. Feed 
rate is 0.1 ml/min.
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Abbreviations

(aq) Aqueous phase

CFD Computational fluid dynamics

Cu2+ Copper ion

CuA2 Copper complex

DNS Direct numerical simulation

H+ Proton

HA Hydroxyoxime

(i) Interface

i.d, o.d Needle inner and outer diameters

LS Levelset

LLE Liquid-liquid extraction

(org) Organic phase

SDS Sodium dodecyl sulphate

VOF Volume-of-fluid

Dimensionless numbers

Fod  Droplet fourier number, 4DmtF/d
2e  

Fo'd  Modified droplet fourier number, 4DF,efftF/d
2

e    
Maj          

Droplet major axis  
Re 

Droplet reynolds number, Udeρc/μc
ReN Needle Reynolds number, /n d n dU dρ µ
ShC 

Continuous phase sherwood number, kcde/Dm   
SCc Continuous phase schmidt number, μc/(Dmρc)
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